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Abstract 
A novel three dimensional artificial magnetic material structure named here as Tunable Multi Layer Multi Dielectric High 
Impedance Surface (TMMD-HIS) is proposed. These three dimensional structures have periodicity along all the three dimensions 
and the remarkable feature is that these systems have complete band gaps and therefore propagation states are not allowed in any 
direction. The measurement of its surface properties is a means to understand its transmission coefficient, reflection coefficient 
and surface wave band gap characteristics. For analysis, numerical technique of Finite Element Method is used. The results 
obtained in HFSS simulation software are presented.  
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1. Introduction 
 
Tunable microwave antennas with High impedance surfaces (HIS) are recently introduced and actively investigated 
[D. Sievenpiper et al.]. These surfaces reduce surface waves and control the plane-wave reflection phase. High-
impedance surfaces are thin composite layers whose surface impedance has a parallel resonance at a certain 
frequency or at several frequencies. Within the resonant band the surface of the layer behaves as a magnetic wall for 
normally incident plane waves. That is why the HIS are often called artificial magnetic conductors (AMC). In case 
of a simple metal-backed dielectric layer, there are stop bands for surface waves. Therefore, the same structures 
interacting with plane waves as HIS operate as EBG (electromagnetic band gap) structures with respect to the 
surface waves. The effect of magneto dielectric substrates on the bandwidth of the antenna has been thoroughly 
investigated [R.C. Hansen et al., H. Mossallaei et al., S. Yoon et al.]. 
 
These EBG structures are available in one, two and three dimensional (3-D) configurations. Present paper is 
concentrating on a 3-D Tunable Multi Layer Multi Dielectric High Impedance Surface (TMMD-HIS) structure 
[Praveen Kumar Kancherla et al.]. This structure is an engineered electromagnetic structure which exhibits high 
surface impedances for both transverse electric (TE) and transverse magnetic (TM) polarizations and can suppress 
surface wave propagation at certain frequency ranges. Furthermore, the surface wave band gap property of Multi 
Layer Multi Dielectric High Impedance Surface is expected to increase the antenna band width, minimize backward 
radiation and reduce mutual coupling.  
 
2. TMMD-HIS Reflector (Structural Model) 
 
These structures can be analyzed using either an effective medium model or a structural model. Effective medium 
model converts the structure parameters into electrical equivalent, finally simplified to any one parameter. For 
highly complex structures, applying this method is very tedious more over it does not consider substrate permittivity 
effects, so it fails to give exact band gaps. In this paper, we are adopting structural model which uses numerical 
technique of Finite Element Method [Y.T. Lo et al., Daniel H. Schaubert et al.]. This method gives multiple band 
gaps which exist in the structure by considering all the structural parameters and their respective dimensions.    
  
The architecture of Tunable Multi Layer Multi Dielectric High Impedance Surface Reflector consists of an optically 
planar ground plane, dielectric substrates arranged in ascending order, square metal patches(protrusions) arranged in 
three dimensional and metal via joining metal protrusions to ground. This arrangement is shown in Figure 1. The 
surface can be built using multi-layer printed circuit board technique where small metal patches on both the layers 
are connected to ground plane on lower layer by metal plated via.  
     
 
Figure 1: Structural model 
 
3. Unit Cell Model of TMMD-HIS Reflector  
 
The Figure 1 shown is a unit cell model. A complete structure is always built up with the help of number of such 
unit cells in both the dimensions. Current unit cells model is designed in Ansoft HFSS software. In order to analyze 
the characteristics first we will start with calculation of dispersion or β-ω or k-ω diagram. This dispersion diagram 
gives two properties such as surface wave band gap and leaky waves or radiative waves. To obtain dispersion 
characteristics a unit cell should be placed in air box with its sides having periodic boundaries. On the top of air box 
a perfect matched layer is placed.  
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Figure 2 shows the top view and cross section of a typical TMHIS unit cell in parallel-plate environment. A square 
cell of width (period) “w”, and gap “g” is considered. The reduced Brillouin triangle *-X-M is included as well. 
 
Figure 2: Unit cell Model 
 
 
Figure 3: dispersion diagram 
 
The Dispersion diagram shown above (Figure 3) consists of TM band follows the light line up to certain 
frequency then it becomes very flat suddenly. TE band begins at high frequency and continues upward with a slope 
of less than the speed of light in vacuum. The surface wave band gap can be defined as the span from the edge of 
TM band to the point where TE band crosses the light line.  
 
The TM waves are always lying below the light line so they cannot be radiative. But the TE waves are 
crossing the light at some intervals so they radiate.    
 
4. Reflection characteristics of TMMD-HIS Reflector 
 
 
 
Figure 4: Periodic boundaries  
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The diagram in Figure 4 is showing perfect electric boundary at opposite walls of unit cell box, perfect magnetic 
boundary at remaining opposite walls of unit cell box. Figure 5 is showing the reflection phase of normally incident 
plane wave on TMMD-HIS structure versus frequency.  
 
 
Figure 5: Reflection Phase of TMMD-HIS unit cell 
 
At low frequencies this structure reflects with a +180 degree phase shift, as the frequency increases the 
phase slopes downward and crosses through zero degree point and reaches to -180 degree (where the frequency is 
high). The frequency where phase curve intersects with zero degree line is considered as the operating frequency. 
The region between   +87.92 degree to  –176 degree shown in Figure 5 highlighted region reflects the plane waves in 
phase with the transmitted wave. This region functions like Perfect Magnetic Conductor (PMC). This range 
corresponds to surface wave band gap. The region before and after the highlighted region functions like ordinary 
reflector. 
 
To understand the reflection phase co-efficient variation as a function of orientation within reflecting surface, the 
square metal patch shown in lower layer of unit cell is made to rotate in anti-clock wise direction from zero degree 
to -45 degree with a step size of -15 degree. The variation in phase is shown in Figure 6.  
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Figure 6: Reflection Phase at 0, -15, -30, -45 degree orientation. 
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5. Impedance Characteristics of TMMD-HIS Reflector 
 
This TMMD-HIS structure is producing the abnormal characteristics when compared with conventional planar metal 
ground plane. So the surface impedance of this novel structure is also producing abnormal characteristics shown in 
Figure 7. 
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Figure 7: Impedance Characteristics 
 
6. Transmission Characteristics of TMMD-HIS Reflector 
 
Transmission co-efficient is the parameter which indicates forbidding characteristics of TMMD-HIS for the 
propagation of EM waves. These scattering parameters are easy to calculate and are obtained from power transfer 
and reflection between designated ports on the structure as shown in Figure 8. To demonstrate this, two micro strip 
patch antennas of individual feed and co-axial feed are considered which work within the electromagnetic stop band 
range as described in dispersion diagram. One column of Multi Layer Multi Dielectric High Impedance Surface is 
incorporated between them. For the stop band region a minimum transmission coefficient level of -60dB is observed 
and this indicates that the TMMD-HIS blocks the transmission of power between antennas. Also the mutual 
coupling problem is almost eliminated. Further observation leads to the conclusion that the minimum transmission 
co-efficient level range equals band gap range obtained in dispersion diagram. From S21 parameters curve (shown 
in Figure 9), by knowing lower (FL) and upper (FU) corner frequencies, the centre frequency (f0), fractional band 
width delta (BW) and absolute band width are defined. 
 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 8: S21 Measurement setup 
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Figure 9: Magnitude of S21 
 
7. Conclusion 
 
The proposed antenna is developed in Ansoft HFSS v13 software. Here three parameters of TMMD-HIS structure 
are analyzed. From their analysis, we can conclude that TM band is always non-radiative and TE band is radiative at 
some places. The band is ranging from -87.96 degree to 176 degree which means frequency is ranging from      
1.86 GHz to 2.1 GHz. The operating point of the structure is at 1.9 GHz. The transmission coefficient level is at      
-60dB.  
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